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Yin Sulian looked coldly at Yun Chujiu being surrounded by all those people and sneered in her heart, ‘It 

was like the saying ‘birds of a feather flock together’. These trash that supported Yun Chujiu’s rotten 

feet all had low spiritual power. They were just rabble. Did they really think that Yun Chujiu was that 

powerful? If they could not even subdue those Iron Golems, what makes them think she could? In her 

dreams!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu did not immediately make a move. Instead, she stood at the side and watched some people 

fight those Iron Golems. 

 

Although those examinees’ spiritual power attacks were very fierce, they were unable to cause any fatal 

damage to those Iron Golems. 

 

Many examinees were so tired that they were panted heavily. They sat at the side dejectedly. They had 

no chance of winning against those Iron Golems. 

 

However, some examinees discovered something about the golems. As time passed, those Iron Golems 

slowed down a little. These Iron Golems probably relied on Spirit Stones to sustain themselves. The 

longer they fought, the faster the Spirit Stones were used up. 

 

When those examinees discovered this weakness, they immediately cheered up. “Let’s continue 

attacking. Once these Iron Golems run out of Spirit Stones, we can get past them and grab the jade 

token.” 

 

Many examinees once again began to fight with the golems. Finally, the Spirit Stones of the golems were 

completely drained. They stopped moving and the jade token was snatched by a group. 

 

Before the group could rejoice, they were surrounded by dozens of people who were so anxious that 

their eyes turned red. A chaotic battle began. 

 



Yun Chujiu looked in that direction, then, she said slowly, “See? If we get the jade token, that will 

happen. So, we have to think of a perfect plan. Not only do we have to get the jade token, but we also 

have to keep it from being taken by others.” 

 

“Yun Chujiu, there are more than two hundred people with you! Are should we be afraid of them?!” 

 

“That’s right. Although our spiritual power is weaker than theirs, we have more people. They are 

scattered. They can’t do anything to us!” 

 

… 

 

Yun Chujiu blinked her eyes and said, “I have a way to protect our jade tokens from being taken away by 

others.” 

 

“What way?” Everyone looked at Yun Chujiu. 

 

“Pass the Jade tokens with me. Then you guys surround me. As long as we delay the others until the 

time is up, they won’t be able to take away the jade tokens.” Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

The corners of Feng Ming and the other two’s eyes twitched. Junior Sister Little Jiu was definitely trying 

to slack off. With more than two hundred people protecting her, even if these people’s spiritual power 

was low, they would be fine. 

 

Although those people also felt that Yun Chujiu was a bad*ss, what she said was not without merit. If 

they protected her, as long as they persevered until the end of the test, they would all be able to pass. 

 

Everyone agreed to Yun Chujiu’s request one after another. Then, they realized that they had forgotten 

an important point, and that was, ‘F*ck, they hadn’t gotten the jade tokens yet! What were they trying 

to protect? Wasn’t this just daydreaming of success?!’ 



 

“Yun Chujiu, we agree with your suggestion. But, shouldn’t we get the jade tokens first?” A tall and thin 

man said with a dumbfounded look. 

 

“Of course. We have a total of fifty teams. We can get fifty jade tokens. It’s a piece of cake.” Yun Chujiu 

said nonchalantly. Her tone made the jade tokens sound like they were just cabbages that she could 

take any time she wanted to. 

 

Those people also felt that Yun Chujiu was boasting. Each jade token was guarded by eight Iron Golems. 

Those Iron Golems were not easy to deal with. Because of the time limit, even if they concentrated their 

spiritual power to attack those Iron Golems, it was already good enough to be able to get ten jade 

tokens, but the hope of getting fifty was too slim.. 

 


